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“Clear, Brief and Easily Assimilated by all”

OPEN LETTER     to the     Successors of the Apostles
for a renewed Evangelization in the God-revealed true Religion

Dear Archbishops and Bishops,

A new religion is being forced on us in Australia
by our Federal and State Governments

UR once Christian country, of 1788 to the 1960s sexual revolution, is now being led, albeit by democrat-
ically elected members of parliament, into an increasingly dictatorial style of government in which our 

freedoms of religion, speech and assembly are being systematically whittled away.
O

A pseudo religion, with its own gods of atheism – pleasure, power and pelf – is legislated and enforced.
1. GOVERNMENTS MAKE THEMSELVES GOD BY LEGISLATING DOCTRINE and MORALS

Governments ignore God the Creator and usurp Him as law-giver and judge; (against. Hebrews 11:6; 9:27).
They do not accept that their legislating is limited by natural moral law “written on the hearts” of all 

men (Romans 2;15).  They  even dictate how we may speak: they ‘socially engineer’ vocabulary and grammar.  It's
incremental and we can defy it in most instances – it's a pity we ever compromised our liturgical translations.
2. A PERVERSE COMMANDMENT ON MARRIAGE

What was once marriage has been redefined without mention of male or female or children.  Our 
governments no longer link marriage with matrimony.  Sodom & Gomorrah have trumped complementarity.
3. DEBASED COMMANDMENTS ON FAMILY

Parental authority is usurped by a philosophy of government welfare which does not know what human 
life on earth is meant for, and by an economy that ignores homemaking and enslaves mothers and fathers.

For all this, we Catholics are partly to blame.  We failed our country in her hour of need.
ROM the late 1960s,  priests and bishops surrendered their teaching role to the catechetical 
revolution.  Christianity was adulterated.  Doctrine was replaced by the ego-philosophy of self-fulfilment. 

The self-acclaimed experts of that age, and since, beguiled the bishops: “You set the content and we'll set the 
method” – but the catch was that the method became the content – and orthopraxis replaced orthodoxy.

F
Gurus, imported by diocesan authorities, or home-grown, no longer based love on faith (against 1 Timothy 1:5):

• they bamboozled the Bishops
• confused the Parish Priests, and
• betrayed the ancient loyalties of the faithful – who were expected to pay for their own destruction.

“BE STRONG and STAND FIRM” (Josuah 1:6 etc) 

We must overcome the odium from a few fallen brethren abusing children and minors, lest our silence
become “cowardice in the face of the enemy” – who is ultimately Satan – and call our country to “Repent and
believe the Good News because the Kingdom of God is here” (Mark 1:15).  Please see overleaf.

Begging your blessing and in all sincerity and obedience in our Lord, I remain,

Born 1935; Convert 1955; Priest 1964; originally A/diocese Sydney, now Broken Bay; retirement apostolate as in letterhead



MYTHS in GOVERNMENT THINKING
contrary to observation and sound reason

1. Our politicians act as if they they were God:
they ignore Natural Moral Law (as in the Judaeo-Christian
Decaloque) which would save tax dollars spent on welfare
& law enforcement and they support immoralities such as-

• atheism/agnosticism, violation of conscience;
• blasphemy, profanity and obscene speech;
• ignoring God's Day for worship & rest from work;
• deconstucting family life and parental authority;
• murder babies by abortion & elderly by euthanasia;
• mock at marriage by sexual perversions: 

contraception, divorce, masturbation, 
fornication, adultery, sodomy, transgendering;

• spending our taxes on immoralities;
• lie about outcomes of failures (e.g vaccines);
• tolerate pornography arousing lust & violence;
• greedy for taxes gotten from immoralities.

2. Our children do not belong to Governments
with parents delegated to raise them for a government creed.

3. Nor do citizens belong to Governments:
we own the Government, they do not own us  – our  taxes
pay the politicians and bureaucrats to harmonize society for
us: we employ them; the Prime Minister is our First Servant
among other servants and the bureaucrats are our Public
Servants: they exist for us; we do not exist for them.
4. Schools are misused to breed puppet & pawns
for Gramsci-Marx Socialist Republic.
5. Social engineering weaponizing weasel words:

• “equality” for imposing one's dominance over others
• “inclusive” to approve woke and exclude anti-woke
• “no discrimination” for discrimating against others
• “no divisiveness” that silences opposition to error
• “hate-speech” accusation hurled with intense hatred
• labelling as “sexist”, “racist”, “homophobic”, “denier”,

etc to avoid the facts and any debate.
6. LGBs anti-morals & health hazards are legally 
protected and they bully criticism into silence.

G  OVERNMENTS  : S  TOP     P  RETENDING     TO     BE     G  OD
No to “BOW DOWN & WORSHIP ME” but
“BEGONE, SATAN: ADORE GOD ALONE”

Matthew 4:10

LIKE the MYTHS in PSEUDO-SCIENCE
with which school pupils are brain-washed

1. Evolution
less likely than a cyclone making a jumbo jet from a junk yard:
irreducible complexity; DNA codes forbid evolution of life; missing links;
living fossils; polystrate fossils; vertical strata from quick deposit of fast-
flow; false dating of new rocks from vocanoess; coral growth in years not
centuries; myth promoted by fraud of Piltdown Man. (See Handouts  n. 189)

2. Feminist interchangeability of the sexes:
but their affirmative action contradicts equal opportunity; motherhood &
family suffer; the old 1960s feminism is displaced by transgenderism.

3. Multiple genders: abolition of male & female:
a scientific nonsense contrary to observation; reality replacd by ideology.

4. Gender at whim: dreams become nightmares:
a “woman” is one who claims to be a woman (and woe to
you if you challeng him/her).
5. Myth of man-made global warming:
demonizing CO2, but the scientific facts are that solar flares raise ocean
temperature releasing CO2; obscuring real problems of pollution & waste.

6. Population control & reduction: one-child laws
that, along with contraception, makes an anti-child attitude
which governments and individuals find almost irreversible
7. Lies & cover-ups over Wuhan, Covid & the Jab
to favour greed of Big Pharm and population-reduction (see Handouts n. 212).
8. LGB errors ignore the complementarity of

• male & female reproductive organs
• sperm & ovum designed for each other
• XY & XX chromosomes and how they match-up
• psychology, from observation, history, literature.

HOW DO WE MEASURE UP OURSELVES?
Jesus Christ said:

For whoever is ashamed of Me and of My words
in this adulterous and sinful generation,
of him will the Son of Man be ashamed
when He comes in the glory of His Father
with the holy angels. (Mark 8:30).

Solzhenitsyn said even a dictator can be:
“  R  esponsible to God and his conscience,” and
“Better dead than a scoundrel.”

St Francis of Assisi said:
Where there is hatred, let me sow love.
Where there is darkness, light.
Where is sadness, joy.

Father James Tierney

“Without a vision the people perish”
“How desolate sits the city” when “their prophet see no vision from the Lord”

so give them Truth – Beauty – Goodness – God against

Error – Ugliness – Evil – Atheism
“Preach the word, in season and out of season,

convince, rebuke, and exhort, be unfailing in patience and in teaching.
For the time is coming when people will not endure sound teaching,

but having itching ears they will accumulate for themselves
teachers to suit their own likings,

and will turn away from listening to the truth and wander into myths”  (2 Timothy 4:2-4)

Bring JESUS to Australians and resist enforced PSEUDO RELIGION
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